
6 o'clock is an offshoot of
Bramley & Gage, who have
been producing excellent
natural fruit liquers by hand
and in small batches for
over 20 years.
the 6 o’clock gins were
launched in 2010 as a
refinement of the gin that
had been the basis of the
fruit liqueurs. a wonderfully
smooth gin, these stylish
and striking bottles stand
out in any context. the
spirit is distilled on a 200l
copper pot still, Kathleen.
Made to specification with a
unique 'double sphere'
condenser, the material and
shape give the gin
smoothness that is not
possible with lesser
equipment.
Bramley & Gage offer tours
of their distillery, where you
can find out about the
intricate process firsthand.
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Carefully selected and precise balances of juniper with six other botanicals
chime together as sweetly as any timepiece. Orange peel adds a citrus in
delightful harmony with floral elderflower. The result is a clean, smooth and
richly flavoured gin.  As they say, 6'O Clock is time for 'ginspiration'!

6 o' clock Gin

Great taste awards 2016 - 3 star

London
Dry Gin

43%

6 O'Clock offer an exceptional range of Gift Boxes including the following:

6 o'clock small Gift Box 
A tall gift pack with a miniature of gin and 200ml bottle of tonic.

6 o'clock Miniature Gift set 
A clear gift pack with a trio of 5cl bottles 6 O'Clock Gin, Sloe Gin, Damson Gin.

6 o'clock 'copa de Balon' Glass in Box  
A beautiful branded 'Copa de Balon Glass' in a presentation box. Perfect for presenting a G&T.

Gift Box

The Sloe Gin is hand made in the traditional way in small batches, using
hand picked, wild, hedgerow sloes as well as other ingredients such as
juniper, cardamom and coriander.

6 0'clock sloe Gin
Fruit

Liqueur
26%

70
cl

5c
l

1

1

35
cl

As with all B&G gins, this is made in the traditional way in small batches,
using hand-picked British damsons. Using Damsons instead of Sloes gives a
smoother drink but still with an intense fruit flavour. 

6 0'clock damson Gin
Fruit
Gin

40%

1

Great taste awards 2016 - 3 star
international spirits challenge 2016 - silver
san Francisco World spirits competition 2016 - silver
taste of the West 2017 - Gold

Exquisitely Engineered 6 O’clock Gin Brunel Edition is an export strength
expression of Strikingly Smooth 6 O’clock Gin.

Distilled with more juniper and 6 additonal botanicals for a more complex
flavour profile, bottling is limited to 5,000.

6 o'clock Brunel edition
Navy

Strength
Gin

50%

1 70
cl

the Gin Masters 2017 - silver

international spirits challenge 2016 - silver
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l
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